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EXT. LOS ANGLES. AN OLD BEATEN UP LAB- DAY 

A girl comes into a science lab and she starts looking around

As the girl is walking around, Her black cat comes out of her 
backpack

LUNA
What in the world happened here?

SERENA SERENITY
I don't know Luna but I think this 
lab got destroyed a very long time 
ago

All of a sudden a doctor shows up in a white coat

MICHAEL ELEFUN
    Yes it has been a long time. 
This lab use to be my father's lab

SERENA SERENITY
Do you know what happened to this 
lab?

MICHAEL ELEFUN
Well back in the 1980's and 1970's 
my father Donavon Elefun was 
working on a weapon that would stop 
Dr. William Tenma and Martin Hyde 
but their robot name Atlas 
destroyed most of the world and now 
he his work is planned. But you can 
change this. I need you to look for 
Tenma's son name Tobey Tenma.

SERENA SERENITY
 How well I will be able to find 
him?

MICHAEL ELEFUN
He will find you

Michael all of a sudden, picks a remote and his time machine 
opens up and Serena goes into the machine and she time 
travels back to May 21st 1969

CUT TO:
(sailor Moon VS Astro Boy: 
Vietnam War)
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EXT. CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK CITY-NIGHT

Serena wakes up laying down on the grass in Central park and 
she notices all the hippies protesting the Vietnam war

LUNA
Sounds like we are in 1969 Serena.

SERENA SERENITY
Yeah no kidding. I wonder where we 
are going to find this Tobey Tenma?

All of a sudden Luna notices Tobey in the park sitting on a 
rock

LUNA
Do you think that is him right 
there?

SERENA SERENITY
I don't know it could be him. I 
will walk to him.

Serena starts walking towards Tobey 

SERENA SERENITY (CONT’D)
Um are you Tobey Tenma?

TOBEY TENMA 
Yes I am. What the hell do you 
want?!...

SERENA SERENITY
Well the reason I am here is 
because I am here to tell you how 
awful the future is in the 21st 
Century and how a lot of crazy 
things happen Atlas is built and he 
and your dad plan to destroy the 
world.

TOBEY TENMA
Look Serena, I would love to help 
you but there is nothing I can do 
about my friends are dead, the 
whole country is after me because 
of my robot skills and nobody 
understands what I can and I will 
never accepted into society.

SERENA SERENITY
Your a robot?
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Tobey shows Serena his arm and Tobey all of a sudden blasts 
uses laser cannons to blast at the tree fires another laser 
beam with his fingers

SERENA SERENITY (CONT’D)
Wow this really cool Tobey. Can you 
also fly?

TOBEY TENMA
Yes I can.

Tobey's legs turn into laser jets and Tobey hovering in the 
air, Tobey lands on the ground 

SERENA SERENITY
You seem to have really great 
powers Tobey. You shouldn't give up 
being a superhero. The world needs 
somebody like you

TOBEY TENMA
Yeah right. You don't know what 
it's like to have a secret and to 
have people dis-respect you because 
you are different. I wanted to well 
for my dad, my friends, my 
girlfriend, my country, but now my 
dad wants nothing to do with me, 
And also my own country thinks I'm 
an embarrassment!!!!!!!

All of a sudden, Tobey starts crying and tears come down his 
eyes.

TOBEY TENMA (CONT’D)
I'm sorry...I have just lost sooo 
much in my life. I just can't do it 
anymore.

SERENA SERENITY
Tobey, I also have a secret as 
well. I also lost my parents as 
well. I'm going to show you 
something.

All of a sudden Serena raises her right hand and all of a 
sudden Serena starts transforming into Sailor Moon.

TOBEY TENMA
Who that is really cool. I have 
never seen anything like that 
before. Are you reboot as well?
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SAILOR MOON
No I'm not Tobey. I'm a Sailor 
Scout. I was given this power by 
the moon and I can use any type of 
power that is controlled by the 
moon.

SAILOR MOON (CONT’D)
But Tobey I'm going to need your 
help on what happened here and 
where we can go. Also you and me we 
can change the wrong that happened 
but I'm going to need your help. 
Will you help me?

Tobey looks at Sailor Moon's hand and grabs her hand

TOBEY TENMA
I will help you. Will head to my 
apartment in New York City come on.

Tobey and Sailor Moon start walking to Dr. Elefun's pen house

CUT TO

INT. DR. ELEFUN'S PENHOUSE-NIGHT

Tobey and Sailor Moon walk into the apartment

TOBEY TENMA
Just make yourself at home. Do you 
want me to make you something to 
eat?

SAILOR MOON
I'm fine thank you Tobey.

Sailor Moon transforms back into Serena and Luna comes out of 
Serena's backpack

LUNA
Serena, we are going to have to 
find out what type of problems led 
to the problems of the future.

SERENA SERENITY
Well Luna, we haven't found 
anything yet. Right now we are just 
trying to figure out the basic 
things.

Tobey walks to the couch with coffee and cookies
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TOBEY TENMA
I hope you like cookies.

SERENA SERENITY
Oh I love cookies. Tobey can I ask 
you a question? Have you always 
lived in this apartment?

TOBEY TENMA
No I haven't. I use to live with my 
dad in upstate New York back when 
he really loved me. 

SERENA SERENITY
What happened to your dad Tobey?

TOBEY TENMA
Well as he found out that I was a 
robot, he started loving me less 
and less and he wanted a new son 
that was normal. And so he sold me 
to the circus and Dr. Elefun 
adopted me.

LUNA
Do you know where your father is 
now Tobey?

TOBEY TENMA
I don't know where my dad is. But 
has been working for President 
Lyndon Johnson and he is going to 
work for any candidate that is 
going support his robot services.

All of a sudden, Dr. Elefun arrives into the apartment

DONAVON ELEFUN
Tobey you are back from Central 
park. I see that you brought a 
friend.

Serena gets up 

SERENA SERENITY
Yes, it is such a pleasure to meet 
Dr. Elefun. I have also herd a lot 
about your work.

DONAVON ELEFUN
Oh thank you young lady. Yeah my 
work is really good I guess.
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DONAVON ELEFUN (CONT’D)
Right now it's coming under fire 
because of what is going in Vietnam 
and all the hippies protesting the 
war and also Tobey needs to be in 
hiding because of them looking for 
robots. 

SERENA SERENITY
Is there anybody we can go to find 
out who is against the robot 
building.

DONAVON ELEFUN
Yes, Senator Robert Kennedy has 
been against Tenma's robot 
building. I would go to him to tell 
you more information.

SERENA SERENITY
Alright sounds good. Sounds like we 
are going to see if we can get all 
the help we can get.

TOBEY TENMA
What do you mean?

SERENA SERENITY
My friends from the future will be 
coming here to help us Sailor 
Mercury, Sailor Mars, and Tuxedo 
mask will be helping us.

TOBEY TENMA
Tuxedo mask?

SERENA SERENITY
Don't worry you will like you him

FADE TO

INT. TOBEY'S BED ROOM-NIGHT

Tobey starts sleeping in his bed and looking at the beautiful 
view of 1960's New York City

Serena walks into Tobey's room

SERENA SERENITY
Are you having trouble going to 
sleep?
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TOBEY TENMA
I have not been sleeping well for 
years now. Do you ever think that 
world is going to end?

SERENA SERENITY
What makes you say that?

TOBEY TENMA
Because every time I go somewhere 
people just die and I feel like 
it's my fault.

Serena hugs Tobey really hard

SERENA SERENITY
Have you lost someone that you 
loved before?

TOBEY TENMA
Yes I have, I lost my girlfriend 
name Niki. She died in 1962 and was 
killed by an evil villain name 
Pluto. I thought about her death 
many times.

SERENA SERENITY
It's not your fault Tobey. These 
things happen it's not your fault. 
We all have unfortunate things that 
happen to us. You know when I was a 
little girl, my dad was killed by 
an evil queen and I still think 
about that day a lot.

TOBEY TENMA
But at least you have friends. I 
have no friends and I'm an outcast.

SERENA SERENITY
I don't think you are an out-cast 
Tobey. I think you are a very 
special boy and I think both you 
and me have very special gifts that 
we can both do for good and to help 
people.

TOBEY TENMA
You really think so?

SERENA SERENITY
I know so.
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SERENA SERENITY (CONT’D)
Well I better want to get to bed. 
Good night Tobey.

TOBEY TENMA
Good night Serena.

Serena leaves Tobey's room and Tobey starts going to sleep

As Tobey is sleeping, Tobey starts having nightmares

Tobey starts having scary images in his head of Washington DC 
burning flames

In the nightmare, Astro Boy starts fighting a lot of hippies 
in the Washington DC

In the dream as Tobey is fighting the national guard, Sailor 
Moon shows up and she starts blasting her moon powers at 
Astro Boy

All of a sudden, Tobey wakes up in total shock

CUT TO

INT. SENATE FLOOR-MORNING

A man with brown hair starts reading a bill that has robots 
in the bill

All of a sudden, another US senator shows up

SENATOR TOM PHILLIPS
Senator Kennedy, It seems like you 
have liked the bill that I'm going 
to send to president Johnson.

ROBERT KENNEDY
I just don't understand this bill 
Tom, we are loosing the war in 
Vietnam ever single damn day. Plus 
targeting robots is now going to 
solve anything it's just going to 
create a lot more domestic chaos in 
the streets if this bill is passed.

SENATOR TOM PHILLIPS
Well Bobby, I know your brother 
wanted to end the war in Vietnam 
but we have to continue this war. 
There are more things we have to 
uncover otherwise communism is 
going destroy the United States.
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ROBERT KENNEDY
Look I know that Tom. But there has 
to be better options because there 
are more hippies that are 
protesting the streets because of 
the war. I'm not going to sign this 
bill into law Tom.

Senator Kennedy starts walking back to his office in the 
senate chamber and he sets back at his desk.

Kennedy sits down at his desk and presses the phone and 
listens to his voice machine

ROBERT KENNEDY (CONT’D)
Yes.

THE SECRETARY
Senator Kennedy, we have 2 kids 
that have set an appointment to see 
you.

ROBERT KENNEDY
Send them in.

All of a sudden, Tobey and Serena walk into Senator Kennedy's 
office

ROBERT KENNEDY (CONT’D)
Oh wow I never get visitors that 
much anymore ever since I became a 
senator. What can I help you kids 
with today?

TOBEY TENMA
Senator Kennedy, the reason we are 
here is because we think my dad is 
building robots that are connected 
with betraying the American 
interest. We might think that he is 
building a robot base.

ROBERT KENNEDY
Oh wow that is awful. That is the 
last thing we need. A senator just 
gave me a bill that had to do with 
robots. If more robots are let 
loose that can led to national 
destruction. That is awful!!!!

SERENA SEREENITY
Do you know what his name was?
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ROBERT KENNEDY
His name is Tom Phillips and he is 
a huge supporter of President 
Johnson and I think he might be 
working with Dr. Tenma

TOBEY TENMA
Then I think we must find all the 
blue prints that he might be 
hiding. Because if he is working 
for my father then that might not 
be good.

SERENA SERENITY
Do you know where he might be when 
he is not in Washington DC?

ROBERT KENNEDY
Well he goes to Maryland and his 
car goes to a limo that leads to a 
factory that is in Baltimore, 
Maryland. I would warn you kids 
though, it's very dangerous and 
it's heavily guarded.

SERENA SERENITY
Thank you Senator Kennedy but I 
think we are going to be okay.

Serena and Tobey leave Kennedy's office and they shut the 
door on the way out.

CUT TO

INT. PHILLIPS'S OFFICE-NIGHT

Senator Phillips starts smoking a Cigar in his chair 

All of a sudden a woman with red hair walks and puts her arms 
around her neck

JESSICA PHILLIPS
Don't worry baby. Soon this planet 
will be destroyed and this country 
will ours.

TOM PHILLIPS
I agree. I just can't stand Kennedy 
and his plans for what he wants to 
have happen.
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JESSICA PHILLIPS
 You just leave him to me and my 
magic will be able to crush him.

All of a sudden, Jessica grabs a purple staff and raises her 
hand and evil dark magic starts coming out of her hand

JESSICA PHILLIPS (CONT’D)
The people running this country 
will suffer the evil that I will 
put on this earth!!!!!

A young man in a 1960's style suit shows up

JESSICA PHILLIPS (CONT’D)
Jason, you are here. I want you to 
spy on the Kennedys and spy on 
them.

JASON PIERCE 
With pleasure.

Jason leaves the room and Jessica starts looking at the 
window

FADE TO

EXT. UPSTATE NEW YORK-AFTERNOON

A taxi drops off Serena and Tobey 

SERENA SERENITY
Thank you.

The taxi leaves

SERENA SERENITY  (CONT’D)
Is this the neighborhood?

TOBEY TENMA
Yes it is. But I don't know if we 
are really going to find anything. 
I haven't been to this neighborhood 
since my dad kicked me out.

Tobey and Serena start walking and all of a sudden they see 
the Tenma mansion all destroyed and torn apart

TOBEY TENMA (CONT’D)
Oh my god!!!!!...
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Tobey and Serena start walking to the house and they open the 
door

SERENA SERENITY
What the hell happened here?

TOBEY TENMA
I don't know. I think once my dad 
moved and I got kicked out he 
wanted to have this house destroyed 
for some sort of strange reason.

Tobey and Serena keep on looking and Serena notices a weak 
spot and she opens up a secret passage way

SERENA SERENITY
You might want to take a look at 
this.

Tobey runs to Serena and sees the door.

TOBEY TENMA
Where do you think this might lead 
to?

SERENA SERENITY
I don't know but we are going to 
find out.

Serena and Tobey go underground and Serena transforms into 
Sailor Moon as she goes down

Tobey transforms into Astro Boy 

SAILOR MOON
Is this what you look like when you 
go fight crime?

ASTRO BOY 
Yes it is. I always try to keep 
this part of me a secret from 
people.

Sailor Moon and Astro Boy keep on walking and all of a sudden 
an evil robot gets activated

THE EVIL ROBOT
DESTROY ALL HUMANS!!!!!! DESTROY 
ALL HUMANS!!!!!

ASTRO BOY 
Look out!!!!!!
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Astro Boy fires his laser cannons at the evil robots and 
kills the robot. All of a sudden they hear more robots coming 
at them and another door opens

SAILOR MOON
What's going on Tobey?

ASTRO BOY
I don't know but whatever you do 
hold on tight.

All of a sudden, they see a robot factory that is under 
ground and all of a sudden Sailor Moon falls down 

SAILOR MOON(SCREAMING)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!

ASTRO BOY
Serena!!!!!!!

Astro Boy and Sailor moon both fall down and they both fall 
down on different platforms

Astro Boy lands on a moving platform, all of a sudden a lot 
of evil red robots starts showing up and so do a lot of evil 
green monsters show up

ASTRO BOY (CONT’D)
What in the hell's name?!

The monsters try to attack Astro Boy, Astro Boy dodges one of 
the monster's attacks and does 4 somersaults to avoid their 
attacks, one of the monsters grabs Astro Boy and body slams 
against the wall, Astro Boy gets up and fires laser cannons 
at the monsters 

3 monster get killed by the laser cannons and the robots fire 
back at Astro Boy and punch Astro Boy in the face

Sailor Moon is on another platform and she starts using her 
moon powers to sprays moon magic at monsters that coming out 
of the ground, Sailor Moon does a back flip and kicks one of 
the monsters in the face, Sailor Moon pulls out her moon 
staff and sprays moon cosmic powers at the robots that are 
firing flames at her. Sailor Moon hides a rock and turns back 
and shoots thunder and lighting at the monster and robots

Another monster tries to grab Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon does 
another back flip and kicks another monster in the face and 
sprays moon magic and kills the monster
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All of a sudden a lot of thugs with guns show up and they 
start firing bullets at Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon uses her 
moon staff to protect herself. Sailor Moon hits the 4 thugs 
in the face with her staff 

Sailor Moon falls down another and Sailor Moon starts 
screaming

Astro Boy hears Sailor Moon screaming, Astro Boy flys up in 
the air and catches sailor Moon

ASTRO BOY (CONT’D)
Gotcha!!!!

As Sailor Moon is in Astro Boy's arm, more robots and 
monsters start showing up and 40 of them show up

Astro Boy's eyes start turning blue in anger

Astro Boy lands on the ground really hard and creates a huge 
earthquake and kills the monster by rocks falling down on 
them.

More monsters show up and 

Sailor Moon uses her moon magic to create a way out

SAILOR MOON
Tobey we have to get out of here.

Astro Boy and Sailor Moon start running out of the factory 
and the factory starts exploding into flames

As Astro Boy and Sailor Moon get out of the factory the Tenma 
mansion explodes 

Sailor Moon and Astro Boy see as the house is burning to the 
ground

ASTRO BOY
That was really intense I had no 
idea there was anything under my 
old house.

SAILOR MOON
Tobey, I think we are going to need 
some help.

ASTRO BOY
From who?

SAILOR MOON
Some friends of mine.
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EXT. CENTRAL PARK-AFTERNOON

Serena, Luna, and Tobey walk to where the bridge 

TOBEY TENMA
There is no way they are going to 
show up.

SERENA SERENITY
No,no they will.

Serena gets out her watch and all of a sudden, Darien, Raina 
and Amy show up out of time portal

RAINA HENDERSON
Oh that was just crazy. Where are 
we?

TOBEY TENMA
You guys are in the year 1969

Raina gets very shocked at Tobey

RAINA HENDERSON
Noooo get away from you worthless 
freak

Raina gets out her red staff

SERENA SERENITY
Raina, it's okay he is on our side. 
This is Tobey Tenma. He's Turner 
Tenma son and he is going to help 
us.

AMY MIREN
Don't mind her. She sometimes can 
have grudges towards people

TOBEY TENMA
Yeah I can see that.

DARIEN SHIELDS 
And I'm Darien. It's a pleasure to 
meet you Tobey. You seem like a 
really good kid

TOBEY TENMA
Thank you.

DARIEN SHIELDS
So any leads so far?
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SERENA SERENITY
None so far. Tobey and I were in 
upstate New York and we ran into a 
factory that had robots and 
monsters in there and it was 
underneath Tobey's old house.

DARIEN SHIELDS
That is crazy Serena. Monsters in 
the 60's. How could be causing all 
of this.

SERENA SERENITY
Thats what I'm trying to find out 
Darien. There has to be somebody 
causing all of this.

AMY MIREN
Is there a base we could use.

TOBEY TENMA
You guys could use my pen house for 
a couple of days if you guys need 
to

CUT TO

INT. TOBEY'S PENHOUSE-NIGHT

Tobey uses his robot powers to start building a computer

TOBEY TENMA
The computer is all done Darien

DARIEN SHIELDS
Thank you Tobey.

Darien starts seeing all the world events that were happening 
in 1969

DARIEN SHIELDS (CONT’D)
Wow, I don't know you survived all 
of this Tobey. This must have been 
a very hard time for you.

TOBEY TENMA
You have no idea. I'm just glad you 
and Serna are helping me because 
ever since my friends died I have 
lived my life very along for 7 
years and I just want the people 
that are working with my father 
brought to justice.
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DARIEN SHIELDS
They will be Tobey. We promise.

Tobey and Darien start looking at the computer that Tobey 
build and see Senator Kennedy making his announcement

ROBERT KENNEDY
I am announcing today my candidacy 
for presidency of the United Sates. 
I do not run for the presidency to 
oppose any man, but to purpose new 
policy. I run because I am 
convinced that this country is on a 
perilous course and because I have 
such strong feelings about what 
must be done and I feel that I am 
obliged to do all that I can. I run 
to seek new policy, polices that 
would end the blood shed in Vietnam 
and in our cities, polices that 
would close the gap that exist 
between black and white, between 
rich and poor, between young and 
old in this country and around the 
rest of the world. I run for the 
presidency because I want the 
democratic party and United States 
of America to stand for hope 
instead of despair. For 
reconciliation of then instead of 
drawling risk that were at war. I 
run because it is Un-mistakingly 
clear that we can change these 
disastrous and divisive polices 
only by changing the men who are 
now making them.

      DARIEN SHIELDS
What do you think he is saying?

TOBEY TENMA
I think he saying that he is going 
with drawl all the polices that 
Johnson and my father have been 
doing in Vietnam and that means we 
have to make sure nothing bad 
happens to him.

CUT TO
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INT. PHILLIPS'S LIVING ROOM-NIGHT

TOM PHILLIPS
There is no way he is going to win 
this election.

TOM PHILLIPS (CONT’D)
How are things going with the 
monsters.

JASON PIERCE 
The factory got destroyed by two 
people and it seems that Tenma's 
son and a girl are with him

Jessica walks into the room

JESSICA PHILLIPS
It sounds like we have two people 
that need to be destroyed or maybe 
not. I can find way to have them be 
against each other.

JASON PIERCE
Which one?

JESSICA PHILLIPS
I think the robot I can seduce and 
have him be under appreciated and 
that way they will never able to 
stop me.

Jessica walks over to the door and she starts transforming 
into Queen Beryl 

QUEEN BERYL
It sounds like I will have a date 
tonight...

Queen Beryl dissapers in smoke 

FADE TO

INT. TOBEY'S BEDROOM-NIGHT

Tobey is sleeping in his bedroom, as Tobey is sleeping he 
starts flashbacks of Nicki 

All of a sudden Tobey gets grabbed a giant purple magic hand 

Queen Beryl puts her hand on Tobey and kidnaps him 

Queen Berly knocks out Tobey
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Tobey ends up being on top of the world trade center

Tobey gets up and notices that he in on top of the building

TOBEY TENMA
Where am I?...

Beryl shows up 

QUEEN BERYL 
Hello Astro boy...

ASTRO BOY
Who are you. Why did you bring me 
here?

QUEEN BERYL
I just wanted to have a little chat 
with you young man. I think that 
you are very special Tobey and very 
powerful for a young man your age. 
I also know what it's like to have 
people look down on you.

Tobey's starts charging up his laser cannons

TOBEY TENMA
You know nothing about me!!!!!...

QUEEN BERYL
I think I might know more things 
about you then yourself. Like for 
example, you cared about Nicki and 
your friends and I know how much 
you hate your father Dr. Tenma. 
Also Sailor Moon is not as nice you 
think she is Tobey.

TOBEY TENMA
Your lying. Serena and Luna have 
been very nice to me are willing to 
help me and they love me for who I 
am!!!!

QUEEN BERYL
Oh you are so misguided Tobey my 
boy. Here is the real truth. Sailor 
Moon and Tuxedo Mask, they don't 
really care about you. They have 
their powers and say they help 
other people but in reality they 
are not as good as you are Astro 
boy.
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QUEEN BERYL (CONT’D)
That is why you should join me 
Astro Boy and together I can give 
all the things that you really 
want.

Queen Beryl uses her magic to turn Tobey into Astro Boy

Queen Beryl shows Astro Boy a crystal ball of all of Astro 
Boy's memories including Nicki's death

Astro Boy starts having tears come out of her eyes

ASTRO BOY(CRYING)
No,no please I don't want to see 
anymore please no

Astro boy starts crying and tears come out his eyes

QUEEN BERYL
There, there. I can show you a much 
better future. But here is one 
thing you can do for me. I want you 
to unleash your powers Astro boy 
and do all the things that make you 
who you are. Let the hattard of 
criminals fallow with in your brain 
and if you do that you will be the 
best superhero ever. I can see the 
potential you can have. Or you can 
choice to be...2nd best to Sailor 
Moon and Tuxedo Mask. Your choice 
Astro Boy. Think about it. 

All of a sudden Queen Beryl disappears in smoke

Astro Boy looks over the city and he starts really angry and 
Astro boy leaves flys up the world trade center and he starts 
looking for criminals

As Astro Boy is flying he notices a lot of thugs beating up 
homeless people 

Astro Boy hears the thugs laughing at them, Astro Boy lands 
on the ground where they are at

The thugs notice Astro Boy, the thugs take out guns and 
knives

Astro Boy's hands turn into Laser Cannons
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All of a sudden, Astro boy starts fighting 14 of the thugs, 
Astro Boy punches 5 of them in the face and and punches 
another one in the jaw, another thug tries to tackle Astro 
Boy, Astro Boy with all his rage picks up the knife and stabs 
the thug in the stomach and blood starts coming out the 
stomach, another thug tries to attack Astro Boy and kicking 
him in the face, Astro Boy grunts his teeth and blasts deadly 
doses of laser beams and burning the thugs 

Another African American thug starts running away

Astro boy grunts his teeth in anger and fires a machine gun 
at the thug and shots 19 bullets at his stomach

Astro boy grabs the thug and starts chocking him really badly 
and kills him

Through out the rest of the night, Astro boy starts beating 
up and killing 9,000 criminals and brutally killing them in 
different locations.

Astro Boy starts beating up more criminals and burning their 
hideouts down to the ground in flames and killing more people

More thugs start attacking Astro Boy and the police show up

Astro Boy fires his laser cannons at the police officers 

POLICEMEN 1
Put your hands behind your head. 
You need to stop this!!!!!

ASTRO BOY
NO I DO NOT!!!!!!!!!!!!

Astro Boy starts firing more lasers out of his hands and 
kills the policemen and blows up their cars in flames

CUT TO

INT. TOBEY'S PENHOUSE-MORNING

Serena, Raina, and Amy start watching the news of what 
happened 

THE NEWS REPORTER
The problem in the streets is 
getting much worse as more then 
39,000 crimnals and policement were 
killed last night in Brooklyn, New 
York and reports say it was an 18 
year old boy that killed the boy. 
But it's still a huge mystery.
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AMY MIREN
Oh my god that is terrible. Do you 
think Tobey could be doing this.

SERENA SERENITY
I don't know Amy. I don't think 
Tobey would such a thing. He is 
really nice.

DARIEN SHIELDS 
But he is kid Serena, and sometimes 
kids don't think straight.

RAINA HENDERSON
Well have you seen Tobey anywhere?

SERENA SERENITY
Well I know he went to bed last 
night. I will check in his room.

Serena walks to Tobey's room and she opens the door

Serena does not see Tobey anywhere

Serena runs out of Tobey's room in shock

RAINA HENDERSON
Serena, what is going on.

SERENA SERENITY 
Tobey is gone!!!!!

AMY MIREN
How are we going to find him. He 
can be anywhere.

LUNA
Not necessarily. Serena, there is 
something I want to show you.

CUT TO

INT. TOBEY'S BEDROOM-MORNING

Luna and Serena walk into Tobey's bedroom

Luna climbs on to Tobey's bed

LUNA
I have notice that his room has not 
been destroyed.

13
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LUNA (CONT’D)
It sounds like there is a real 
enemy that we might be facing.    
Might also be behind all of this.

SERENA SERENITY
What do you mean?

LUNA
There someone out there that might 
be an evil queen name Queen Beryl 
and she could be out there and she 
might have got to Tobey. We have to 
find Tobey and fast. I want you to 
have this.

Luna hands Serena the moon wound 

LUNA (CONT’D)
You might have to use it to locate 
Queen Beryl because she could be 
anywhere

The moon wound starts beeping and starts reveling the 
location of where Tobey is

The moon wound finds that Tobey is in los Angles

LUNA (CONT’D)
He is in Los Angles, California. 
Serena you must find him and find 
out what he doing there.

SERENA SERENITY
Okay Luna

Serena starts walking out Tobey's pen house and she starts 
running to the elevator 

CUT TO

EXT. LOS ANGLES, AROUND WHERE THE LA FORUM IS-AFTERNOON

Tobey gets out of a taxi and meets up with a man in a suit

All of a sudden, Tobey meets up with Senator Kennedy and 
Senator Phillips 

ROBERT KENNEDY
It's a huge pleasure to see you 
Tobey.

TOBEY TENMA
Your welcome senator. 

14
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ROBERT KENNEDY
I found out that you saved my 
brother from an explosion that was 
at the ministry of science in 
Upstate New York.

 TOBEY TENMA
Yes I did. Your brother was a great 
man and a great president. And I 
just can't stand President Johnson 
and I think you are going to be a 
much better president then him.

ROBERT KENNEDY
Oh thank you Tobey.

TOM PHILLIPS
So How you do you think we can get 
votes in California?

ROBERT KENNEDY
I don't know but we will find a 
way.

CUT TO

INT. INSIDE THE LA FORUM AT A LAKERS GAME-NIGHT

Senator Kennedy and Tobey are watching the game

TOBEY TENMA
Don't worry. The Lakers will win.

ROBERT KENNEDY
Not to disappoint you Tobey. I'm 
more a Celtics fan myself because 
of Bill Russell.

TOBEY TENMA 
But I have Willis Reed for Knicks.

ROBERT KENNEDY
You know I like you Tobey. You are 
very good guy. And even though your 
just a kid. I'm glad that you are 
able to protect me through all this 
chaos that is happening.

TOBEY TENMA
I'm glad that I'm able to get to 
know you senator.

15
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TOBEY TENMA (CONT’D)
I also plan to use my abilities to 
get rid of thugs and people that 
have no respect for authority.

All of a sudden, Serena walks in the arena wearing 1960's 
style clothing

Serena walks into the forum and she asks people

SERENA SERENITY
Have you seen this boy around?

Serena starts showing pictures of him and nobody knows where 
he is

Serena sits in the stands and she starts looking around and 
all of a sudden, Serena sees Tobey sitting with Senator 
Phillips and Senator Kennedy

As Tobey is sitting with Robert Kennedy, Phillips leaves his 
seat and makes a phone call to Jessica

JESSICA JONES
Is everything all ready for a huge 
bomb explosion?

TOM PHILLIPS
Yes everything is all set and ready 
to go.

All of a sudden, Sailor Moon shows up and grabs Phillips by 
the neck and starts chocking him really badly

SAILOR MOON
Where is Queen Beryl?!

TOM PHILLIPS
I don't know what you are talking 
about I swear!!!!!

Sailor Moon starts blasting moon magic at the senator and 
killing him

Tobey takes off his clothes and goes to save Senator Phillips

SAILOR MOON
You better tell me before I burn 
your head off you scum-head!!!!!

Astro Boy's eyes start turning blue and he starts charing up 
his laser cannons 
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ASTRO BOY
GET AWAY FROM HIM SAILOR 
MOON!!!!!!!!

SAILOR MOON
Tobey, please this man is not who 
you think he is. He is a bad guy. 
He is not on your side Tobey.

ASTRO BOY
And your not either Serena!!!...

Tobey's arms start charing up into laser weaponry

SAILOR MOON
Tobey, I don't want to hurt you and 
I'm here to save you from a trap 
that is about to happen. Please 
come back to New York we can stop 
all this.

ASTRO BOY
No Serena, there is nothing to 
stop. Queen Beryl everything about 
you and how you are selfish and 
think more about yourself and don't 
think about others!!!!!

SAILOR MOON
Tobey, that is not true. Queen 
Beryl is lying to you. She wants to 
make you believe things that are 
impossible. Please Tobey.

Tobey thinks about it for a couple seconds

ASTRO BOY 
That is the thing Serena. I don't 
want to be under your moon light 
anymore!!!!!!!

Astro Boy gets in really huge rage and he starts blasting 
laser cannons at Sailor Moon and forces him against the wall 

Sailor Moon gets up and she gets out her pink moon start fire 
moon magic at Astro Boy and Astro Boy gets hit and forced 
against the wall and Sailor Moon keeps firing moon magic at 
Astro Boy, Astro Boy captures the moon magic creates blue 
core engry with it making him stronger, Astro Boy starts 
firing more laser cannons at Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon kicks 
Astro Boy in the face and punches him in the stomach.

Astro Boy gets forced on the ground and he tries to punch 
Sailor Moon in the face.
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All of a sudden Queen Beryl shows up and all of a sudden more 
people in the stands start turning into purple monsters

The monsters do a monster yell. Sailor Moon starts fighting 
the monsters and uses her moon wound on them, more monsters 
start attacking Sailor moon, Sailor Moon punches another 
monster in the face

All of sudden more people start screaming to get out of the 
forum and more people in the stands are dieing from the 
explosion 

As Sailor Moon defeats the monster that Queen Beryl created, 
Astro Boy lands on the ground 

Astro Boy has a very pissed off look on his face

ASTRO BOY (CONT’D)
Finally, it all comes down to this 
hero VS hero!!!!!!

SAILOR MOON
Don't do this Tobey. Please 
remember Nicki and your friends 
they would never want to do 
anything like this!!!!!

ASTRO BOY(YELLING)
SHUT THE FUCK UP!!!!!!! You know 
nothing about my fucking life. You 
know Serena, I really thought you 
were my friend but it turns out you 
just only care about yourself and 
maybe the reason you time-traveled 
back to 1969 is because you wanted 
to take a lot of credit for 
yourself!!!!!!!!

Sailor Moon takes out her moon-staff and starts powering up 
her moon magic from the sky and the LA forum roof breaks open

Astro Boy with a pissed and angry look on his face starts 
powering up his hands as laser cannons start charging up 
inside him.

Astro boy yells and starts firing laser cannons at Sailor 
Moon and lasers starts coming out of Astro boy's eyes

Sailor Moon dodges all of Astro Boy's attacks and starts 
blasting her magic at Astro Boy and Astro Boy gets forced 
against the wall with thunder and lighting electrocuting him 
really badly.
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Astro Boy uses one of his fingers and starts firing power out 
of his fingers, Sailor Moon gets hit really badly by the 
lasers, Sailor moon fires back at Astro Boy by using her moon 
staff and absorbing the power of the moon and firing the moon 
magic back at Astro boy, Astro boy tries to punch Sailor Moon 
19 times while yelling, Sailor Moon whacks Astro Boy in the 
head really hard and gives him a huge black eye

Astro Boy starts grunting. Sailor Moon uses her magic moon 
powers to burn Astro Boy really badly

ASTRO BOY (CONT’D)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sailor Moon punches Astro boy in the face and kicks him in 
the stomach

Astro Boy grunting in pain

SAILOR MOON
I really didn't want to do any of 
this Tobey.

ASTRO BOY
Yes you did. You and your sailor 
scouts don't care about me at all 
or what I had. You guys just want 
to take everything away from 
me!!!!!!

SAILOR MOON
That is not true Tobey. We just 
really want to help you...Astro 
boy.

Astro Boy gets even more angry and starting yelling in rage 
and blasts a huge laser bomb at Sailor Moon and forces her 
against the wall and laser burning her Sailor Moon costume 

All of a sudden, the LA forum explodes into flames and more 
people start getting out of the Forum and finding safety and 
more people are going nuts.

Astro boy flys off into the sky and escapes 

ASTRO BOY
Good bye sailor moon!!!!!!

Astro Boy keeps on flying into the sky

As Astro Boy is flying into the sky, Serena is trapped inside 
the destroyed LA forum and Serena is butt naked 
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Serena uses her moon magic powers to get out of the LA forum 

As Serena escapes out of the Forum, a lot of news reporters 
see her naked, Serena starts reporting and more helicopters 
are chasing her

Serena finds a safe place to hide and she calls the Sailor 
Scouts and Luna

SERENA SERENITY
Luna, I need your help right now.

LUNA 
We saw what happened on the news. 
Where is Tobey?

SERENA SERENITY
He escaped Luna. He thought that we 
didn't care about him and Queen 
Beryl got to him.

LUNA
I'm really sorry Serena. Where are 
you right now?

SERENA SERENITY
I am in LA inside an abandon 
building and I really need some 
clothes to wear

LUNA
Okay. I will tell Raina and Amy to 
come to LA. 

Serena turns off the Sailor Scouts communicator

 CUT TO

INT. THE AMBASSADOR HOTEL ROOFTOP- NIGHT

Queen Beryl stands on top of the rooftop looking at down Los 
Angles

QUEEN BERYL
It is really time to turn this 
world into darkness. And now I have 
Sailor Moon on the ropes and Astro 
Boy is working for me and there is 
nothing Sailor Moon and Sailor 
Scouts can do about it.

All of a sudden Jadeite shows up from the shadows
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JADEITE
It really sounds like we are going 
to rule this planet and history as 
we know it will ours. Is there 
anything you want me to do my 
Queen.

QUEEN BERYL
Yes, I want to hire somebody to 
kill the Senator Kennedy and that 
will really cause choas and tension 
between Sailor Moon and Astro Boy.

JADEITE
Yes my queen.

Jadeite leaves the rooftop, Queen Beryl looks a crystal ball 
at Sailor Moon heading to hideout

FADE TO

INT. INSIDE A MALL IN DOWNTOWN LA-NIGHT

Serena breaks into a department store and she starts putting 
on 1960's clothing. 

Luna shows up as she in on top of counter 

LUNA
We have to find a plan to save 
Tobey because I think Queen Beryl 
is setting Tobey on the wrong path.

SAILOR MOON
Luna, Tobey is way too powerful and 
I don't know how we are going to 
stop him.

LUNA
I'm not telling you to stop him. 
Remember Tobey is a kid and he just 
confused.

SAILOR MOON
But now a lot of police are after 
me because of the LA forum burning 
up in flames. 

All of a sudden Amy, Raina, and Darien show up at the wall

DARIEN SHIELDS
We came just in time Serena.
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AMY MIREN
It sounds like Tobey has been 
hacked. I think that is very sad.

RAINA HENDERSON
Look I know it's sad. But we have 
to go after Tobey if that means 
killing him

SAILOR MOON
Raina, Tobey is not a bad guy we 
just need to talk to him. Look I 
use to be a lot like him and just 
because he has gone rouge does not 
mean we kill him

DARIEN SHIELDS
Sailor Moon is right. Tobey is 
still one of us. We just have to 
find out where Queen Beryl is 
sending him.

CUT TO

INT. AMBASSADOR HOTEL-MORNING

Tobey wakes up and he takes a shower and he gets on a suit

Tobey looks on a calender and the date shows "June 6th 1968"

Senator Kennedy walks into the room

ROBERT KENNEDY
Tobey, you are up here. I just 
really hope that I can win the 
California primary and i want you 
by my side kid.

TOBEY TENMA
Thank you Senator. Even if you 
don't win. It was a huge pleasure 
working for you.

All of a sudden, Phillips shows up

TOM PHILLIPS
Senator the car is waiting for you.

ROBERT KENNEDY 
Thank you Tom. Well should we go.

TOBEY TENMA
Yes.
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Kennedy, Phillips and Tenma walk into the limo and they start 
heading to other places to campaign

CUT TO

EXT. A STREET DOWNTOWN LA-AFTERNOON

Robert Kennedy starts making his speech on top of the limo 
and a lot of Kennedy supporting are roaring in the huge crowd 

ROBERT KENNEDY
My fellow Americans, today is going 
to be new day as today we vote 
either to continue the politics of 
yesterday or we can choice to move 
in a different direction. My plan 
and my morals are clear. We must 
end the war in Vietnam and bring 
government closer to the people. We 
must choice the right and clear 
answer in this election for our 
children, our youth, the non 
shouters, and the forgotten 
Americans. I also will make sure 
this economy is improved with the 
imagination of all people black or 
white, Republican or Democrat, or 
youth or working class. We must 
build the new American generation 
that brother dreamed about and with 
your support we can make that 
happen. Thank you my fellow 
Americans and god bless the United 
States of America!!!!!!!!!!

All of a sudden the crowd starts going crazy ans shooting 
"RFK, RFK, RFK" 

As the crowd is cheering like crazy, Tobey is flash backing 
to John F Kennedy's assignation and capturing Robert 
Kennedy's image with his robot brain

As Tobey is on the stage as a body guard, Tobey notices 
Serena and Amy in the crowd wearing 1960's clothing

Jessica is also in the crowds talking to Siran Siran and 
giving him 5,000$

CUT TO
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INT. THE AMBASSADOR BALL ROOM-NIGHT

Robert Kennedy and Ethel Kennedy show up on the stage with 
people just cheering in support

All of sudden people start shouting his last name 15 times

As people are cheering, Serena, Amy, Raina, and Darien show 
up and see the Senator Kennedy's speech from far away

ROBERT KENNEDY
Thank you very, thank you very 
much. I want to take--can you 
heart--you can't hear? Can you hear 
that? Thats great. Can we get 
something that works? Just one 
moment. can you hear on any of 
these? I want to first express my 
high regard do Don Drysdale who 
pitched his sixth straight shut out 
tonight and I hope that we have as 
good fortune in our campaign. Could 
I express my appreciation to him to 
a number of people first? To Jess 
Unruh for all he did and I express 
my appreciation to him for his 
friendship and his during the 
campaign and for his countined 
perservance and his effort and for 
all those who have been associated 
with him. I'll always be very 
grateful.

Kennedy keeps on making his speech, Serena sees Siran Siran 
with a gun going into the kitchen and sees Jessica Jones 
transform into Queen Beryl

SERENA SERENITY
Oh no, He is going to kill the 
Senator!!!!

All of a sudden, Amy, Raina, and Darien start surrounding the 
building through different areas.

ROBERT KENNEDY
To my old friend if I may to Rafer 
Johnson who is here. And to Rosie 
Greer who said that he'd take care 
of anybody who didn't vote for me. 
In a kind of way because that's we 
are.
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ROBERT KENNEDY (CONT’D)
And I want to if I may, to just 
take moment more of your time to 
express my appreciation to Paul 
Shrake, who worked so hard and all 
the other members of the labor 
organizations and members of the 
labor unions. I am very grateful 
both to him for what he's done and 
the effor that he's made on behalf 
of the working man here in the 
state of California.

Kennedy keeps on making more of his speech as Serena goes 
into the kitchen and all of a sudden she starts Sirhan Sirhan 
as the speech keeps going on

Tobey starts hearing more the fighting with his robot hearing 
as kennedy's speech goes on.

Serena use his magic to blind Sirhan Sirhan in the eyes

SIRHAN SIRHAN
AHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!...

All of a sudden, it comes to the last part of the speech

ROBERT KENNEDY
I was a campaign manager eight 
years ago, I know what a different 
that kind of effort and that kind 
of commitment made. I thank all of 
you. Mayor Yorty has just sent me a 
message that we've been here too 
long already. So my thanks to all 
of you and on to Chicago lets win 
there!!!!!!!!

All of a sudden the crowd starts going nuts and people are 
just going crazy

Ethel Kennedy and Bobby go into the kitchen, Sirhan Sirhan 
slaps Serena and pushes her against the wall and takes out a 
gun and he shots Robert Kennedy in the head and blood comes 
out of his head

All of a sudden the crowd goes nuts, Tobey starts running and 
grabs the Senator in his arms, Tobey starts crying and tears 
coming out his eyes and people are going crazy around him

As Tobey is hugging the dead senator, All of a sudden Tobey 
sees Serena running and Tobey gets in much rage and starts 
grunting
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TOBEY TENMA
HEY THAT GIRL IN THE BLONDE HAIR 
KILLED SENATOR KENNEDY!!!!!!! 
SOMEBODY CALL THE POLICE AND ARREST 
HER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The crowd goes wild and the LA police department show up and 
Tobey in anger starts running after Serena and as Tobey is 
running he starts taking off his suit and tie and he starts 
transforming into Astro Boy

Serena gets out side and she tries to catch her breath, All 
of sudden Astro Boy kicks Serena in the face and forces her 
against a beaten up police car

Serena screams in pain

ASTRO BOY
I should known it was you that 
killed the Senator!!!!! What more 
do you want to take away from 
me!!!!!!!...

SERENA SERENITY
I didn't kill Senator Kennedy 
Tobey. You are not thinking 
straight. Queen Beryl is using you 
Tobey for her own game.

ASTRO BOY
Why the hell should I believe all 
the things you and the Sailor 
Scouts have said where all lies and 
now I'm going to turn you into MOON 
DUST!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Astro Boy yells in anger he starts blasting his Laser cannons 
and Serena avoids all the laser cannon missiles and Serena 
starts transforming into Sailor moon

SAILOR MOON
Moon cosmic power!!!!!!!!!

As Sailor Moon is done transforming, a lot of Vietnam 
protestors show up 

VIETNAM PROTESTOR 1
STOP THE WAR IN VIETNAM, BRING OUR 
TROOPS HOME, STOP THE WAR IN 
VIETNAM WAR, STOP THE WAR IN 
VIETNAM, BRING OUR TROOPS 
HOME!!!!!!!!
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All of a sudden a lot of them show up in huge numbers around 
the Ambassador hotel

And more policemen show up

SAILOR MOON
I don't want you to go on this 
path. Killing bad people will not 
bring you happiness!!!!!!

ASTRO BOY
Happiness was never an option!!!!!!

All of a sudden, Astro Boy starts firing more laser cannons 
at Sailor Moon dodges all the laser cannons, Sailor Moon 
creates moon powered force field that makes the blue core 
from Astro Boy making her stronger

Sailor Moon will all her might fires a huge moon engry back 
at Astro Boy, Astro Boy gets hit really badly, Sailor Moon 
jumps in the air and punches Astro Boy in the face 9 times, 
Astro boy grabs Sailor Moon's right root and throws her 
against a building, Astro Boy jumps in the air and tries to 
create an engry boom and it causes a fire burning 5 buildings

Sailor moon uses her moon magic and starts blasting more of 
her moon magic from her staff, Astro Boy gets blasted really 
badly from Sailor Moon's magic and gets badly burned up 
showing some of his robot skeleton.

Astro Boy gets up with an angry look on his face and he 
starts firing machine guns at his of his hands, Astro Boy 
starts firing the machine guns at the policemen and killing 
99 policemen and killing 400 hippie protestors.

Sailor Moon uses her beautiful magic to turn Astro Boy's 
machine gun bullets into moon dust. Sailor Moon whacks Astro 
boy in the head with her moon staff and starts burning Astro 
boy's hand really badly

ASTRO BOY(YELLING) (CONT’D)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!

Astro Boy blasts a Laser cannon at Sailor Moon and Sailor 
Moon gets forced a destroyed car 

Astro Boy jumps up in the air and tries to smash Sailor Moon 
really his fists and makes a huge explosion in flames

Sailor moon all of sudden throws her moon Tiara at Astro Boy 
and all of a sudden the tiara starts burning Astro Boy's 
chest 
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Astro boy with aggression grabs the tiara and stomps on it

Sailor Moon runs after him

ASTRO BOY (CONT’D)
You really think that your little 
gadgets are going to work against 
me. Everything you do with your 
moon cosmic powers, I get even 
stronger!!!!!!!!!

SAILOR MOON
Tobey, you need to stop this. Your 
personality is getting out of 
control and your going to end up 
killing a lot of people!!!!!

ASTRO BOY
No serena, you want me to stop but 
I know you want me to be 2nd best 
to you. And it's never going to 
happen

All of a sudden more policemen show up with guns and load 
them up for fire.

POLICEMEN 1
Alright robot boy put your hands on 
your head or we will shoot you

All of a sudden, Astro Boy blasts a laser cannon at the cops 
and kills them.

Sailor Moon all of sudden uses her moon wound and she starts 
blasting moon cosmic powers at Astro Boy, the power is 
causing Astro Boy to get moon dust inside of his system.

Astro boy starts burning the moon dust with his blue core 
engry and Astro Boy blasts a huge laser beam out of his 
finger and forces Sailor Moon against flying and she lands on 
the ground on her back

All of a sudden Darien transforms into Tuxedo Mask and Amy 
and Raina transform into Sailor Mars and Sailor Mercury

TUXEDO MASK 
Don't give into Queen Beryl Astro 
boy!!!!!

Astro Boy turns back in anger at Tuxedo Mask

Astro boy starts firing more laser cannons at Tuxedo mask, 
Tuxedo Mask, but all of a sudden Tuxedo Mask gets really hard 
and burned up by Astro Boy's laser cannon
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TUXEDO MASK(YELLING PAIN) (CONT’D)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!
!!!!!!!

Tuxedo Mask gets forced against a wall and Astro boy walks 
over to Tuxedo Mask and Astro Boy starts chocking Tuxedo Mask 
and grabbing him by the neck really hard

ASTRO BOY
Well so much for being a man in 
suit and tie!!!! You fancy rich 
boy...BITCH!!!!!!

Tuxedo Mask gets thrown really hard into broken car and 
brakes through a windshield

Sailor Mars starts firing fire power out of her staff and 
burns Astro Boy really badly and gets forced against a 
building

Sailor Mercury sailor mercury bubbles at Astro boy causing 
some parts of Astro Boy's robot brain to explode, Astro Boy 
gets forced really badly and brakes through 4 walls and huge 
steel pouring down on him

ASTRO BOY(YELLING) (CONT’D)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!

All of a sudden there is a huge explosion Sailor Moon, Sailor 
Mars, and Sailor Mercury all run to confront Astro Boy

SAILOR MOON
You don't need to fight anymore 
Tobey. You have two choices, you 
can stop fighting and come us Tobey 
to 2015 the future is much more 
understanding of people like you 
that have powers and gifts. I know 
that you are still that kid that 
really cares about the people he 
loves and I never give up on 
fighting for justice and neither do 
you Astro Boy.

Astro Boy gets up and he looks around at all the dead 
protestors and the dead policemen

Astro boy starts having teers come out of his eyes and he 
starts crying in bawling fashion 

ASTRO BOY(CRYING)
I don't want to live in this type 
of place that has volince. I don't 
want your future!!!!!!!!!!
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ASTRO BOY(CRYING) (CONT’D)
I'm not a hero Sailor Moon, I'm a 
fraud, I was never suppose to be 
created. I'm not a hero...I'm just 
a monster!!!!!!!!!!!...

Astro boy keeps on crying and more tears come out his eyes

SAILOR MOON
Tobey, you are not a monster. You 
have to remember you are kind, 
gentle, and compassionate young 
man. You are still that young man 
that Nicki fell in love with all 
those years ago in your life. Also 
Tobey, in Tobey in the future you 
can save the people that Nicki also 
lost. That stuff is still inside of 
you Tobey...deep beneath the 
machinery.

All of a sudden Queen Beryl shows up 

QUEEN BERYL
Sailor Moon, I knew i would find 
you here with a broken robot that 
attacks people.

SAILOR MOON
He's not a robot. He's a real 
person with feelings and how dare 
you take his life away!!!!!! And he 
is also not a monster the way you 
wanted him to be!!!!!!!!!!

QUEEN BERYL
Well you are wrong. You don't 
really understand all the things 
that Mr. Tenma has gone through and 
because you fail to 
understand!!!!!!

SAILOR MOON
Thats because you control people 
and want them to do what you want 
to do and use them for causing 
destruction.

All of a sudden Queen Beryl uses her magic to repare Astro 
Boy's beatings and turns him brand new again

QUEEN BERYL
Tobey, I am here. Come with me. The 
Sailor Scouts are your enemies 
including Tuxedo Mask.
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QUEEN BERYL (CONT’D)
I can give you the life your father 
and Dr. Elefun can't provide

SAILOR MOON
Don't listen to her Tobey she us 
playing your mind and your heart. 
She is not going to provide all 
that. It's all fake!!!!!

QUEEN BERYL
SHUT UP!!!!!!!!

Queen Beryl uses her dark magic on Sailor Moon and starts 
turning her back into Serena

Serena starts feeling a lot of pain as she starts feeling

Tobey starts flash backing to Nicki's death

ASTRO BOY
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Serena gets transformed back into herself  and Serena lays on 
the ground butt naked 

QUEEN BERYL
You see Tobey, this is a good 
example of someone who clams to be 
a true hero and to have true power 
but behind that Sailor Moon 
costume. She is just a weak girl 
that can't defined for herself

SERENA SERENITY(WEAK VOICE)
Tobey please, don't kill me.

Tobey looks back at Serena.

Queen Beryl puts her right hand on Astro Boy's left shoulder

QUEEN BERYL
Come on Astro Boy. It's time to go 
home.

Astro Boy and Queen Beryl both walk into a portal that takes 
them to Queen Beryl's kingdom

As Astro boy is gone, Sailor mars and Sailor Mercury run to 
Serena

Tuxedo Mask also runs to Serena
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TUXEDO MASK
Are you okay Serena.

SERENA SRENITY
No. I'm not okay Darien. Tobey is 
gone and we have failed!!!!!!

All of a sudden more police show up at the ambassador hotel 
along with Vietnam protestors

SAILOR MARS
We better want to get out here 
before more protestors show up.

CUT TO

INT. QUEEN BERYL'S HIDEOUT IN NEW YORK CITY

Beryl turns on the TV

THE TV
It is now officially, Robert 
kennedy has been assassinated at 
the ambassador hotel but police 
have no records of who the killer. 
One person is saying that it was a 
woman with blonde hair and police 
are still investigating

Queen Beryl transforms into Jessica Jones

Jessica hears Astro Boy cry over the news of Senator's 
Kennedy

JESSICA JONES
Oh what is the matter Astro.

ASTRO BOY
I just wanted to help I didn't mean 
for all this happen it was an 
accident

Astro Boy keeps on crying

JESSICA JONES
Oh of course Tobey.

Jessica hugs Tobey as Tobey is crying

Astro Boy starts walking around and sees all the memories of 
Queen Beryl
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ASTRO BOY
Are all these your memories?

JESSICA JONES
Yes they are Tobey. All my memories 
are on this wall. Do you want to 
see yours?

All of a sudden Astro Boy puts his hand on the wall and his 
memories start flashing to him including Nicki's death and 
the death of his friends

Astro boy starts getting really sad of all the memories on 
the wall. Astro Boy starts getting really sad and starts 
crying

ASTRO BOY
Please I don't want to see anymore.

Jones transforms into Queen Beryl again.

QUEEN BERRL
I'm sorry Tobey I know that would 
upset you. Tobey I can give you 
home and all the things that you 
want.

ASTRO BOY
I just want to be a normal person 
and just be a normal human being 
and not a robot.

QUEEN BERYL
Of course Tobey. I will help you do 
that.

Queen Beryl starts looking at the Sailor Moon through a 
crystal ball

ASTRO BOY
Can I ask you question?...Why is 
the world so different and why 
can't people just accept people for 
who they are?

QUEEN BERYL
The world is very complicated 
Tobey. I'm sure your father said 
that to you before your accident or 
maybe once you became a robot. But 
your dad is not here.
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QUEEN BERYL (CONT’D)
Tobey, I will let you embarrass 
your identity as Astro Boy and in a 
couple years who knows, I can be a 
mother figure to you and be the 
mother you never had when you were 
little.

ASTRO BOY
I did have a mom.

Astro boy walks to a charing station and Astro Boy stands on 
it. Queen Beryl walks over and starts juicing a lot of blue 
engry inside of Astro boy and also putting purple magic into 
Astro Boy

CUT TO

INT. BROKEN DOWN WAREHOUSE-NIGHT

Serena, Raina, Amy, and Darien meet around a big area in the 
warehouse.

RAINA HENDERSON
Well we have caused a lot of chaos 
but I don't know if we will be 
powerful to stop him.

DARIEN SHIELDS
Well Tobey is not a bad guy. He is 
just does not know who's side to be 
on.

SERENA SERENITY
Well there has to be a way to find 
Tobey and find where Queen Beryl 
has sent him. I will see if my Moon 
wound can dig up anything.

Serena pulls out her moon wound and as she does this, her 
moon wound starts reveling that Tobey is in Queen Beryl's 
castle being charged up by blue core energy.

SERENA SERENITY (CONT’D)
Tobey is in Queen Beryl's castle.

DARIEN SHIELDS
But we are going to be careful how 
we get there because she could send 
monsters or maybe send Tobey 
herself and god knows what kind of 
spell she put Tobey on.
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SERENA SERENITY
Well I don't know about that. But 
she could send another person that 
works for her. Darien I want you to 
go after Jadeite. Sailor Mars, 
Sailor Mercury, and I will go after 
Beryl and save Tobey.

CUT TO

EXT. VENICE BEACH- NIGHT

Astro Boy stands on top of a building and he looks people 
walking on the beach 

Queen Beryl shows up behind him

QUEEN BERYL
Now you see those criminals over 
there?

ASTRO BOY
Yes.

QUEEN BERYL
I really want you to kill them and 
give them very brutal deaths. And 
don't worry about Sailor Moon. You 
leave her to me.

ASTRO BOY
Yes my queen.

Astro Boy flys down around where the beach and he sees a 
criminal robbing a young girl

THUG 1
Alright give yo damn money.

The girl hands the thug his wallet, As the thug turns back, 
Astro Boy punches the thug in the in the stomach and kicks 
him in the face and gives the thug a black eye

The thug pulls out a pistol gun and he tries to shot Astro 
Boy, the bullet has no effect on Astro boy, Astro Boy grabs 
the thug by the neck and he starts chocking him

ASTRO BOY
I'm a huge nightmare for punks like 
you that pick on people that are 
not as strong
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The thug gets even more weak and Astro Boy head butts the 
thug and punches the thug in the face, Astro Boy grabs a 
knife that in on the ground and he stabs the thug in the thug 
in the stomach and blood starts coming out

Astro Boy punches the thug again and the thug is dead.

Astro Boy picks up the girl's wallet and hands the wallet 
back to her

ASTRO BOY (CONT’D)
Here is your wallet back miss.

THE FEMALE VICTIM
I know you are. Your the robot that 
killed those police officers in Los 
Angles. People hate robots and 
nobody will accept human robots. 

ASTRO BOY
HEY!!!!!!! I JUST SAVED YOUR 
LIFE!!!!!!! Without me you could of 
been turned into shit!!!!!!

THE FEMALE VICTIM
Well I know people like you will 
never accepted. And the police will 
always be after you.

Astro boy starts getting in rage and all of a sudden Astro 
Boy slaps her and blasts a laser cannon at the girl and she 
starts burning into flames

THE FEMALE VICTIM (CONT’D)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ASTRO BOY
I think people like you deserve to 
die the most!!!!!!!!!!!

All a sudden more Vietnam Protestors show up and they start 
attacking Astro Boy

Astro Boy dodges all of their attacks and he starts fighting 
them 4 at a time. Astro boy uses his laser cannons and his 
laser powers to kill the protestors fighting him. Astro Boy 
keeps throwing them and punching some of them in the face and 
blood starts coming out their mouths. Astro boy head butts 
some of them and stabs them with his sharp hair.

Astro Boy bangs his 2 hands and makes a blue core engry boom 
and kills 50 Vietnam protestors and burning them really badly 
with his laser powers. 
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Astro boy kills the last protestor by stabbing him in the 
head and Astro boy walks away from a huge explosion that 
happens on Venice Beach

Astro Boy flys off into the sky and 30 police officers show 
up

Also a news crew shows up.

Astro Boy lands on top of a building and he looks at the 
explosion and the flames around beach with no remorse in his 
heart

QUEEN BERYL
Good work.

ASTRO BOY
It's not what I wanted to do but I 
just knew it had to be done because 
nobody will ever care about the 
problems or the struggles that I 
have had. And that people that are 
arrogant and evil deserve to 
die!!!!!

QUEEN BERYL
That is a very smart thing to say 
Tobey. Is there anything else you 
want to do.

ASTRO BOY
Well yes. I want to kill my father 
Dr. Tenma and just...I would love 
to see the look on that shit-head's 
face when he sees me and sees that 
I am still alive and I just want to 
get revenge on him for kicking me 
out of the house just because I was 
a robot, just because I was 
different then everybody else, just 
because I don't age like everybody 
else, I would love to kill him and 
and stab him and give a death he 
really deserves.
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QUEEN BERYL
Good. It sounds like you have 
embraced what kind of man you are 
about to become Astro Boy. Not even 
Sailor Moon can predict how 
powerful you are. Embrace that 
power Astro Boy and embrace the 
feelings you have!!!!!!!

CUT TO

INT. BROKEN DOWN LAB-NIGHT

Luna walks to Serena and finds a newspaper.

LUNA
Serena, it sounds like there is a 
machine that can take us to Queen 
Beryl's castle it's in Seattle, 
Washington in Seattle Center.

Serena looks at the newspaper and she starts reading it.

SERENA SERENITY
Sounds like Queen Beryl is going to 
be in Seattle. We have to get a 
hold of that machine and get Tobey 
back to use safe and sound.

As Serena walks to think, she finds an old picture of Dr. 
Tenma with Tobey, Serena looks on the date and it says. June 
1st 1960

SERENA SERENITY (CONT’D)
It's really surprising how people 
can be alike in different ways. 
Even me and Tobey have similar 
personality traits. 

LUNA
That is why you have to go find him 
sailor Moon and fix him. Tobey is 
broken and sad without somebody to 
guide him. I still believe in you 
Sailor Moon.

Serena gets ready to walk out of the building

LUNA (CONT’D)
Serena.

Serena turns back
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SERENA SERENITY
Yes Luna.

LUNA
Good luck.

Serena leaves the warehouse and she starts looking for a cab 
to head to LA airport

CUT TO

INT. SEATTLE CENTER LAB-AFTERNOON

A scientist starts working on a machine, All of a sudden 
Astro Boy shows up behind him

The scientist turns back at him

THE SCIENTIST
Can I help you young man?

ASTRO BOY
No...sadly you can't!!!!!...

Astro boy punches him in the face and throws him through a 
glass window and forces him against a stage and kills him.

Jadeite shows up.

JADEITE
Good work. Your work is done. I 
will take over the rest.

Astro Boy flys off.

CUT TO

EXT. SEATTLE CENTER LAWN-AFTERNOON

A lot of people start going crazy over the new time machine 
that is about to be reveled.

Serena joins in the crowd looking for Tobey. Raina and Amy 
join in the crowd

AMY MIREN
You see anything Serena.

SERENA SERENITY
Nothing so far. But I know he is 
here Amy. 
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RAINA HENDERSON
Look the Senator!!!!!!...

All of a sudden they see Senator Phillips go on the stage.

And the crowd starts going crazy.

TOM PHILLIPS
Thank you my fellow Americans. I 
know this has been very hard time 
for all of us since Senator Kennedy 
has been assassinated. But this 
does not mean we give up hope. I 
introduce to you the time machine 
that that will be able to make bad 
guys disperser and it can be used 
as weapon to fire laser power at 
the Vietnam gorillas and with this 
weapon. There is no doubt we will 
win the war in the Vietnam!!!!!

The crowd goes crazy and starts roaring.

TOM PHILLIPS (CONT’D)
And now, we will give an example of 
how this machine is fired and I 
have my assistance and my wife 
Jessica Jones to test it.

All of a sudden the crowd goes even more crazy

Phillips goes to the machine and he starts firing the machine 
at the target. All of a sudden, Phillips sees Serena, Amy and 
Raina at the event and he starts firing at them.

TOM PHILLIPS (CONT’D)
It sounds like we have aliens that 
are on...planet earth!!!!!!!!

All of a sudden, Phillips starts firing the machine gun at 
Serena and the crowd starts screaming in panic and screaming 
in fear.

Serena, Raina, and Amy start avoiding the laser bullets and 
they both transform into their costumes

Phillips start firing the machines at the people screaming in 
the crowd and he turns them into evil looking monsters and 
monsters start coming after them.
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Sailor moon starts using her moon wound using her moon magic 
to kill the monsters, one of the monsters tires to bite 
Sailor Moon, Sailor moon turns back and whacks one of them 
with her sailor wound and kills 4 of them. Sailor Moon does a 
back flip and sprays more moon magic at more monsters.

Sailor Mars starts firing flames and magma at more monsters 
and kills 3 of them. Another monster tries to attack Sailor 
Mars and Sailor Mars punches 4 of them in the face and jumps 
in the air and creates magma force field and kills 4

Sailor Mercury starts using her Mercury bubbles magic causing 
some of the monsters to explode, Sailor Mercury grabs another 
monster by the neck and throws the monster against a 
building, Sailor Mercury dodges another attack by another 
monster starts spraying more Mercury bubbles at the monsters 
and killing 30 of them and more monsters are coming at them.

SAILOR MERCURY
There is too many of them.

SAILOR MARS
We can hold them off. Sailor Moon 
go save Tobey and stop Queen 
Beryl!!!!!!

Sailor Moon picks her moon wound and she starts running to 
the stage to stop Queen Beryl

Tom Phillips pulls out a gun to shoot Sailor Moon. Sailor 
Moon kicks the Senator in the face, and punches him in the 
stomach.

TOM PHILLIPS(YELLING)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!...

SAILOR MOON 
Sounds you are going to be headed 
to jail for your crimes Senator 
Phillips!!!!!!

QUEEN BERYL
Not if I have anything to say about 
that Sailor Moon.

Astro Boy shows up behind Queen Beryl.

SAILOR MOON
This ends right now Beryl. Let 
Tobey go home. He had nothing to do 
with all of this and he just live 
his life like a normal person.
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QUEEN BERYL
If that is what the young man wants 
Sailor Moon. Why don't you ask him 
what he wants to do.

Sailor Moon walks up to Astro boy

SAILOR MOON
Tobey, you don't have to do this. 
We can help you and give you some 
professional help. Please come with 
us. We can provide a new home for 
you in 2015. The world is a lot 
more accepting then here. Just 
please come with us Tobey. Queen 
Beryl is lying to you. She only 
choice you because you are a robot 
not because of who you are.

ASTRO BOY
I don't believe you. If you are on 
my side how you come you killed 
Senator Kennedy back in LA?

SAILOR MOON
I didn't kill Senator Kennedy 
Tobey. A man name Sirhan Sirhan 
killed him and I was framed by him 
and by Queen Beryl. Queen Beryl is 
using you. She cares nothing for 
you. Or about the people that you 
hurt.

Astro Boy turns to Queen Beryl

QUEEN BERYL
Who are you going to Believe? A 
girl that time traveled here from 
out of nowhere? Or the person that 
can give you everything and that is 
a mother figure to you?

SAILOR MOON
She is not like your mom that you 
had Tobey. Think about it.

Astro Boy thinks about for a little bit and turns to both 
Sailor Moon and Queen Beryl

ASTRO BOY
All of you...ARE DEAD!!!!!!!!

Astro Boy all of a sudden blasts a huge laser cannon at 
Sailor Moon and forcing her against the wall.
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Astro Boy slaps Queen Beryl in the face and and grabs her by 
the neck and starts chocking her really badly

QUEEN BERYL
You don't dis-obey me. I made the 
way that you are!!!!!!!

ASTRO BOY
I don't obey orders very well from 
someone like you!!!!!!!!!

Astro Boy throws Queen Beryl on the ground and starts 
shooting lasers at her, Astro Boy blasts a huge laser bomb at 
Queen Beryl and starts burning her and burning her clothing 

QUEEN BERYL(SCREAMING)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHH.....

Astro Boy blasts another laser cannon out of his hand and a 
huge rocks falls on Queen Beryl and smashes her really badly.

Astro Boy finds Senator Phillips and sees him crawling to 
safty

All of a sudden, Astro Boy punches him in the face and gives 
him a huge black eye, Astro boy body slams him against a wall 
and Astro Boy stabs him against a broken window

TOM PHILLIPS(SCREAMING)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!
!!!!!

Phillips in grunting pain

ASTRO BOY
How does that feel you phoney punk 
ass bitch!!!!!!! You were the one 
behind Senator Kennedy's 
murder!!!!!!!, you planned the 
whole thing the whole 
time!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

TOM PHILLIPS
Tobey, I'm sorry. I didn't want 
this to go this far.

Astro Boy punches him in the face and kicks him in the balls.

Phillips lands on the ground at bloody and beaten up.

ASTRO BOY
You are not sorry. You never wanted 
to help anybody.
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ASTRO BOY (CONT’D)
You were just someone that wanted 
to destroy this country. Are you 
happy now?!...you have destroyed 
this country because of what is 
going on and all the 
Protestors!!!!!!!!...you should be 
in federal prison!!!!!!

Sailor moon runs to Astro Boy to stop him

SAILOR MOON
Astro Boy stop!!!!!! Killing him is 
not the answer Tobey. Lets just 
take him to police!!!!!

ASTRO BOY(IN RAGE)
It is the only answer Serena!!!!! 
This man killed a US Senator that I 
cam respect and was a good man. He 
has lied to the American people and 
to congress and has been working 
with President Johnson about 
war!!!!!! This man shouldn't be 
alive!!!!!!

SAILOR MOON
What about Nicki, Kennedy, 
Abercrombie, and Alejo? Do those 
people mean anything to you 
Astro?!...you wanted to be Astro 
boy because you wanted to help 
people and save people from danger 
and from dieing!!!!!! You choice to 
be Astro Boy the same reason I 
wanted to be Sailor Moon. Because 
we both believe in justice!!!!!

SAILOR MOON (CONT’D)
I believe if Nicki was alive and 
saw all the killing that have 
done!!!...She would be very 
disappointed in you and what kind 
of person and what kind of young 
man you have become!!!!!!!

ASTRO BOY(IN RAGE)
THEN WHY THE FUCK HAVE I LOST 
EVERYTHING YOU HAVEN'T. WHY SERENA, 
WHY?!!!!! CAN YOU TELL ME THAT.
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ASTRO BOY(IN RAGE) (CONT’D)
YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT IT'S LIKE TO 
LOOSE PEOPLE THAT YOU HAVE LOVED 
AND TO HAVE PEOPLE DISCRIMINATE 
AGAINST YOU BECAUSE YOU ARE 
DIFFERENT!!!!!!!...I think that is 
where we are so different Sailor 
Moon. You love to heal people and 
forgive people for their crimes and 
punish them when you know they are 
evil!!!!!...I know when I see evil 
and I know when not to heal people 
even if they have committed huge 
crimes. AND DON'T THINK THIS MAN 
SHOULD LEAVE BECAUSE EVEN IF HE 
KILLED I WOULD GO TO FUCKING ENDS 
OF THE EARTH AND KILLING THIS 
PATHETIC, WORTHLESS, DICK LESS, 
PIECE OF GARBAGE THAT THIS MAN 
IS!!!!!!!!!

SAILOR MOON
I don't think you truly understand 
what crime fighting is really about 
Astro Boy. You can't just kill 
people just because they are evil. 
Even if you wanted to. I feel truly 
sorry for you and I hope you can 
get some help. And maybe if you see 
things through my eyes, you will 
understand and grow up and realize 
that killing people will not you 
stronger. You will end up being a 
young, confused, killing vigilante 
who will end up alone one day in 
jail and once you get out of jail, 
you will end alone with nobody that 
cares about you and people will 
never want to be around you because 
of your criminal records. And you 
could had many chances to end all 
of this Astro Boy. But you choice 
the wrong side to be on. I think I 
was wrong about you Astro Boy. I 
will appericate the hero you once 
were Tobey. Not this raging, 
killing, out of control monster 
that you have become.

Sailor Moon gets ready to walk away from Astro Boy

ASTRO BOY
You know something Serena.

Sailor Moon turns back.
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ASTRO BOY (CONT’D)
All the stuff that you said is 
really funny...coming from someone 
like you!!!!

Astro Boy all of a sudden fires a laser cannon at Sailor 
Moon, Sailor Moon turns back and does a huge back flip

Sailor Moon lands on the ground and she gets out her moon 
wound and she starts firing beautiful blue magic at Astro 
Boy, Both Sailor Moon and Astro Boy start getting powerful 
from both of each other's attacks. Astro Boy gets even more 
powerful from Sailor Moon's magic and starts blasting a lot 
of lasers at Sailor Moon causing the buildings around Seattle 
Center to explode in flames

Sailor Moon starts getting powerful from Astro Boy's blue 
core engry firing at her. Sailor Moon's moon wound gets even 
more powerful. Sailor Moon starts firing more moon and star 
powers at Astro Boy.

Astro Boy starts flying in the air firing more laser cannons 
at Sailor Moon and causing more explosions and fires around 
them

All of a sudden more burning buildings are coming down around 
Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon takes cover and blasts more more 
moon magic at Astro Boy, the moon magic causes an explosion 
and Astro Boy starts falling from the sky and Sailor Moon 
starts running to attack Astro Boy

SAILOR MOON
Moon cosmic power!!!!!!!

Sailor Moon fires her magic at Astro Boy causing a shooting 
star from the moon to come down on him.

Astro Boy starts running away from the shooting start coming 
down on him and causes another explosion 

Sailor Moon whacks Astro Boy in the head with her moon wound 
and kicks him forces him against the wall

Astro Boy fires more lasers at Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon 
dodges all of Astro Boy's attacks and Sailor Moon fires more 
magic at Astro Boy and causing Astro boy to bleed out of his 
forehead 

SAILOR MOON (CONT’D)
It's over Tobey!!!!! We have to get 
out of here before we both die!!!!!
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ASTRO BOY
This is the ends for you Sailor 
Moon!!!!!!!

Astro Boy jumps in the air and tries to punch Sailor Moon in 
the face, Sailor Moon defends all of Astro Boy's punches and 
kicks

Astro Boy yells in rage and all of a sudden Sailor Moon 
charges up her moon magic and fires her moon magic out of her 
hands with her might and blasts Astro Boy and disables his 
laser powers and paralyzes his back

ASTRO BOY(YELLING) (CONT’D)
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!.

Astro Boy tries to get up and his robot system starts 
shutting down in his body because of all the beatings Sailor 
Moon did on him.

Astro Boy mourns in pain

Astro Boy sees all the explosion happening around him.

ASTRO BOY(CRYING) (CONT’D)
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO i don't 
want to do this anymore I just want 
to be a normal person and have my 
friends. I wanted to save Nicki not 
be in the world full of darkness.

Sailor Moon walks over to a beaten up Astro boy

SAILOR MOON
It's okay Tobey. It's over. Queen 
Beryl is gone. You can come home 
with me to the 21st century.

Astro boy looks up at Sailor Moon with a lot of purple magic 
in his eyes caused by Queen Beryl

ASTRO BOY(YELLING)
I HATE YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

All of a sudden, Astro Boy starts burning up and his skin 
from all the moon magic that Sailor Moon put on him. Astro 
Boy starts getting burned up really badly and Astro Boy gets 
a lot of burned markets on his body on his face.

Astro Boy gets burned up really badly and passes out.
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Sailor Moon picks up Astro Boy and she starts running out of 
a burning Seattle Center and buildings are falling down like 
crazy

SAILOR MOON
I got him lets get out of here.

Sailor Mercury opens up a time traveling portal that takes 
them back to 2015.

CUT TO

INT. MICHAEL'S LAB-AFTERNOON

SAILOR MOON
We have him Dr. Elefun.

MICHAEL ELEFUN
How is he doing?

SAILOR MOON
He is pretty beat up. Can you 
repair him.

MICHAEL ELEFUN
I think I can. It's going to 
require a lot of hours maybe years.

MICHAEL ELEFUN (CONT’D)
But I want to thank you Sailor 
Moon. You saved him from all the 
horror he experienced back in the 
60's.

SAILOR MOON
I just hope he can one day forgive 
me. Because I still think Astro Boy 
is always going to be a great 
Superhero and I'm glad I got to 
team-up with him. 

SAILOR MARS
So Serena does this mean Queen 
Beryl won?

SAILOR MOON
No, Queen Beryl has been defeated 
for...now. I think she will come 
back but for now she is gone. What 
we need to do now is focus on Tobey 
and hope that he gets fixed.
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SAILOR MERCURY
What about Tuxedo Mask. Was he able 
to escape?

SAILOR MOON
Darien, will find a way to get out 
of there. Someway.

FADE TO

INT. LA HOSPITAL-AFTERNOON

Serena walks into the emergency room and sees Tobey laying 
down

Serena puts her hand on Tobey's broken hand

SERENA SERENITY
Tobey, can you hear me. It's 
Serena. Tobey I think how you 
deafeated Queen Beryl was very 
brave of you and even though as 
alter egos as Sailor Moon and Astro 
Boy we didn't get along as 
Superheros. But Tobey you are a 
wonderful superhero and I can see 
why you have the beliefs that you 
have and I can learn from someone 
like you that has seen the 
destruction of being a Superhero. 
But Tobey you saved the world in a 
lot of different ways. 

Serena starts to cry and she starts laying on Tobey's chest 

All of a sudden as Serena is laying down on Tobey's chest, 
Tobey's body starts recovering and rebuilding as he is in the 
cast

All of a sudden Tobey peacefully rips out of the cast all 
healed up

Tobey wakes up from sleeping

TOBEY TENMA
Where am I?

SERENA SERENITY
Your in 2015 Tobey. We saved you 
from that fire that happened in 
Seattle Center. I'm so glad your 
okay.
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Serena hugs Tobey really tight

TOBEY TENMA
Serena.

SERENA SERENITY
Yes Tobey.

TOBEY TENMA
I just wanted to tell you I'm sorry 
about all the things that I said to 
you back in 1968 because I was 
really not thinking straight and 
Serena...I don't hate you...you 
were just trying to help me and 
help me become a better person.

SERENA SERENITY
Thats okay Tobey. I can also learn 
from you as well because you have 
seen all the experiences. Do you 
want to see something really cool? 
Come with me.

CUT TO

EXT. JOHN F KENNEDY LIBRARY- NIGHT

Serena and Tobey walk inside the library

TOBEY TENMA
I didn't know they had something 
like this here. Thank you, you 
really are great Sailor Moon...I 
mean Serena.

SERENA SERENITY
I'm always going to be sailor Moon 
Tobey.

Serena and Tobey keep on walking and they statue of John F 
Kennedy.

As Tobey is walking he starts flash backing to when Tobey 
saved Jacqueline Kennedy in the 1st Astro Boy movie.

SERENA SERENITY (CONT’D)
Isn't this really awesome.

TOBEY TENMA
I love it Serena. Serena, I just 
want to thank you, Darien, Amy, and 
even Raina.
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TOBEY TENMA (CONT’D)
Because I never thanked you guys 
enough for saving me.

SERENA SERENITY
Your welcome Tobey.

TOBEY TENMA
Is it okay if I have some time 
alone with it?

SERENA SERENITY
Sure Tobey.

Tobey puts his hands on graving 

TOBEY TENMA
Dear Mr. President, I was really 
honnored that I got to meet you 
back in 1963 when you came to the 
ministry of science. I really think 
you served this country really well 
and because of you made it easier 
for someone like me to be accepted 
into society. I am also really 
grateful that I got to meet you and 
Jackie and you two are very special 
people. I am also very thankful 
that I got to meet your brother 
Bobby and I think both you and 
Bobby are very great people and 
after you died, I was on Bobby's 
campaign back in 1968 and your 
brother was a really good man and 
he always thought for what was 
right and I appericate all the 
memories I had with both you and 
your brother Mr. President. I also 
remember during the Cuban missile 
crisises saving you from Pluto and 
I also was there when you got shot 
in Dallas in 1963 and I'm really 
sorry that I was not able to 
prevent your death but I was really 
glad that I got to know both you 
Bobby and you two loved this 
country. I leave you with huge 
thankfulness and I will miss you 
big time Mr. President. Thank you 
knowing me and how I was and you 
made this world a much better 
place. Thank you.
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Tobey starts leaving out of the JFK library and starts 
walking towards Serena.

CUT TO

EXT. DOWNTOWN LA-NIGHT

Serena and Tobey start walking to Serena's apartment

Serena opens the door and they both walk in.

SERENA SERENITY
Make yourself at home Tobey.

Tobey starts looking at all the pictures that Serena has in 
her apartment.

Tobey looks at the view of Los Angles 

SERENA SERENITY (CONT’D)
You want me to get you anything 
Tobey? Coffee? Soda? Juice?

TOBEY TENMA
Soda would be great thank you.

Tobey keeps on thinking

TOBEY TENMA (CONT’D)
Serena, Can I ask you a question? 
You know how you are always happy 
all the time when you are with 
Darien, Raina, and Amy, and how you 
are very silly. How are you able to 
do that?

SERENA SERENITY
Well Tobey, you just have to look 
at the positive even when things 
are bad and not going your way. 
It's important that you never lose 
faith in who you are and what you 
stand for. 

Tobey keeps on looking at the window. Darien walks in the 
door

DARIEN SHIELDS
Tobey, you are better.
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TOBEY TENMA
Hello...Tuxedo Mask. I just want to 
thank you and Serena for helping me 
become a normal person.

DARIEN SHIELDS
Your welcome...Astro Boy.

CUT TO

THE LA ARCADE-AFTERNOON

Tobey, Serena, Raina, and Amy walk into the arcade.

SERENA SERENITY
Look, I don't know if you know to 
play video games. But your going to 
like this place.

TOBEY TENMA
Are you kidding? I love video 
games. Hell, I am a robot.

Tobey tries out the game and he starts doing really well 
finding right things to do.

AMY MIREN
He just scored a lot in short 
amount of time.

TOBEY TENMA
Thats because I can see through 
technology that uses different 
parts.

The girls and Tobey keep on laughing

CUT TO

EXT. ROOFTOP AROUND DOWNTOWN LA-NIGHT

Astro Boy starts looking down the city and he starts flying 
to the crime scene 

Astro Boy goes to confront the thugs

ASTRO BOY
You guys are busted and are going 
nowhere!!!!!!!!

CRIMINAL 1
Really you and what army?
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All of a sudden the Sailor Scouts show up including Sailor 
Moon and Tuxedo Mask.

ASTRO BOY
Me and...this army!!!!...

All of a sudden 19 criminals show up with guns 

All of a sudden Sailor Moon and Astro Boy start fighting the 
criminals attacking them.

Astro Boy avoids the gun bullets and fires lasers at the 
thugs and knocks him out. Astro Boy tackles another thug and 
pins him down

Sailor Moon uses her moon magic to burn their guns, Sailor 
Moon punches 5 of the thugs in the face, Another thug tries 
to tackle Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon avoids the hit and punches 
4 of the thugs in the face and kick them in the stomach

Sailor Mars uses her magma to burn the criminal's cars and 
they explode into flames

Sailor Mercury uses her Mercury magic to blind them, Sailor 
Mercury whacks another one in the face with her Mercury staff 

More criminals come after Sailor Moon and Astro Boy, Astro 
Boy and Sailor Moon are facing back to back as they get ready 
to use their powers

Astro Boy and Sailor Moon start blasting their powers at the 
criminals together and creating a huge explosion in downtown 
LA.

Astro Boy starts flying off into the sky and Sailor Moon 
jumps up and she starts jumping from rooftop and they both 
run away into the moon light

CUT TO BLACK
(Sailor Moon VS Astro Boy: 
Vietnam war)

CUT TO CREDITS.

THE CREDITS

                 
                                                                                                        

  
                  


